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Abstract. Interferometric techniques allow the Super-
DARN coherent HF radars to determine the elevation
angles of returned backscatter, giving information on the
altitude of the scatter volume, in the case of ionospheric
backscatter, or the reflection altitude, in the case of
ground backscatter. Assumptions have to be made in the
determination of elevation angles, including the direction
of arrival, or azimuth, of the returned signals, usually
taken to be the forward look-direction (north) of the
radars, specified by the phasing of the antenna arrays. It is
shown that this assumption is not always valid in the case
of ground backscatter, and that significant returns can be
detected from the backward look-direction of the radars.
The response of the interferometer to backscatter from
behind the radar is modelled and compared with observa-
tions. It is found that ground backscatter from a field-of-
view that is the mirror image of the forward-looking
field-of-view is a common feature of the observations, and
this interpretation successfully explains several anomalies
in the received backscatter.

1 Introduction

The SuperDARN coherent HF radars (Greenwald et al.,
1995) are designed for the study of high-latitude back-
scatter as a diagnostic tool for the investigation of iono-
spheric plasma density irregularities (radar aurora) and
large-scale magnetospheric-ionospheric coupling. The ad-
vantage of HF radars over VHF radars, which are pre-
viously employed for convection studies (e.g. Greenwald
et al., 1978; Waldock et al., 1985), is their ability to achieve
the orthogonality condition with the magnetic field, neces-
sary for the production of coherent backscatter, in the
F region as well as the E region due to the refractive
nature of ratio wave propagation in the 3 MHz to
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30 MHz frequency band. This necessarily means that
a significant amount of ground backscatter is also produ-
ced, which allows the investigation of the ambient iono-
spheric conditions, such as the study of atmospheric grav-
ity waves (e.g. Samson et al., 1989; 1990; Bristow et al.,
1994). The refraction effects in the ionosphere lead to
a much larger viewing area at HF than can be achieved
with VHF auroral radars.

The CUTLASS radars located at Hankasalmi (62.3°N,
26.6°E) in Finland and Pykkvibær (63.8°N, 20.5°W) in
Iceland were built by Leicester University to extend the
SuperDARN network to the east. The CUTLASS radars
comprise two arrays of log-periodic antennas, a main
array of 16 antennas, separated by 15 m, with both trans-
mit and receive capability, and in front of this an inter-
ferometer array of 4 antennas with receive capability only.
The radars can operate in the HF band between 8 MHz
and 20 MHz. The antennas in each array are phased in
relationship to one another to form an antenna pattern in
which the maximum gain (beam position) has one of 16
azimuthal pointing directions. The modelled antenna pat-
terns of the main array for four of the pointing directions,
at 10 MHz and elevation angle D"0°, are illustrated in
the top panels of Fig. 1. The azimuthal pointing direction
is not constant with elevation angle as the maximum of
the antenna pattern lies on the surface of a cone with its
axis aligned along the antenna array. The variation of the
antenna pattern of beam 0 for D"10°, 20°, 30°, and 40° is
illustrated in the bottom panels of Fig. 1. At D"0°,
adjacent beams have azimuths, /, separated by
d/+3.24°, distributed symmetrically about the radar
boresites of !12° (i.e. west of north) and 30° (east of
north) for the Finland and Iceland radars respectively.
Side lobes and a backward pointing lobe are present in the
beam patterns, though with gains at least 14 dB and 10 dB
down on the main lobe respectively. These beam patterns
are for radiation only, so for transmission and reception
the principle side lobes are 28 dB down and the back lobe
20 dB down on the main lobe. Figure 2 illustrates the
positions of the fields-of-view of both radars, for both the



Fig. 1. One-way beam patterns of the phased antenna array at
10 MHz. (¹op four panels) beams 0, 2, 4 and 6 at elevation angle
D"0°. (Bottom four panels) beam 0 at D"10°, 20°, 30° and 40°

main front lobes of the antenna patterns and the
back lobes. The forward field-of-view of the Finland
radar includes the European Incoherent Scatter
radar (EISCAT) and the ionospheric heating facility
at Tromsø, Norway (indicated in Fig. 2), and the EISCAT
Svalbard Radar (ESR). The observation of back-
scatter from irregularities generated artifically by the
Tromsø heater has confirmed the validity of the modelled
Finland radar forward look-directions (Robinson et al.,
1995).

Fig. 2. The locations of the front and rear fields-of-view of the
CUTLASS Finland and Iceland radars assuming a maximum range
of 3555 km. The location of Tromsø, Norway, is also indicated, the
site of the EISCAT incoherent radar, ionospheric heating facility,
and Dynasonde

In the normal scan mode of the radars, the 16 beams
are sounded with a dwell time of 7 s, producing field-of-
view maps of backscatter, with an azimuthal coverage of
over 50°, every 2 min. Typically, 75 range gates are sam-
pled for each beam, with a pulse length of 300 ls, corres-
ponding to a gate length of 45 km, and a lag to the first
gate of 1200 ls (180 km). In this configuration the max-
imum range of the radars is approximately 3555 km.

A 7-pulse scheme is transmitted, allowing the power
and spectral width of the backscatter to be estimated by
a functional fit to the decorrelation of the auto-correlation
function (ACF) at each range gate. Line-of-sight Doppler
velocity is determined by a least squares fit to the phase of
the complex value of the ACF as a function of lag. Ground
and ionospheric backscatter are distinguished by the cri-
teria that ground backscatter has low (less than
+50 ms~1) velocity and low (less than +20 ms~1) spec-
tral width. For interferometric analysis of the return back-
scatter, a phase difference is determined from the cross-
correlation function (XCF) of the signals received at the
main and interferometer arrays. The technique employed
for the determination of elevation angle from the observed
phase lag is described in Sect. 2.

Previously, only a few studies have been undertaken on
the elevation angle information provided by the Super-
DARN interferometers (Baker and Greenwald (1988) em-
ployed the interferometer of the Goose Bay radar located
in Canada to determine the angle of arrival of signals
transmitted from Thule, Greenland), and the inter-
ferometer data has often been discarded as it doubles
the memory requirements of an already storage-intensive
system. The CUTLASS radars, however, have collected
interferometer data regularly since November 1995 to
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investigate the modes of propagation by which back-
scatter is returned to the radar, essential for a full
interpretation of the SuperDARN observations. The pres-
ent study indicates that ground backscatter can be detec-
ted from both in front of and behind the radars, and that
these two populations can be distinguished with inter-
ferometer information. Thus, use of the interferometer is
essential for determining the location of the scattering
volume.

2 Determination of elevation angles from
the interferometer

The phase lag, W, determined between the signals received
at the main and interferometer arrays can be converted to
a path length difference, dP, with

dP"

W

Dk D
"

Wj
2n

, (1)

where k is the return signal wave vector and j the
wavelength. In the examples shown in this study the
radars are operating at frequencies near 10 MHz, and
consequently j+30 m. Figure 3 illustrates the geometry
of the interferometer system in a spherical polar coordi-
nate system (/, D). From nBOC, d@"d cos/, where d is
the separation of the interferometer and main arrays.
Then from nAOB,

cosD"
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"

W
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As mentioned in Sect. 1, the azimuthal pointing direction
varies as a function of elevation angle, introducing the
relationship
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where /
0

is the azimuthal pointing direction at D"0°.
Substituting (3) into (2) gives
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0
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the principle equation employed in the interferometric
analysis. Problems arise as j(d and consequently
W'2n, leading to 2n ambiguities in determining the

Fig. 3. The geometry of the CUTLASS interferometers

phase lag. The phase lag measured by the radar W
0

(!n4W
0
(n) is related to W by

W"W
0
#2nn, n"0, 1, 2, . . . , (5)

where n must be determined. The maximum value that
W can take occurs for the case where D"0°, and is given
by

W
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0
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n is usually determined on the assumption that the true
phase lag lies between the maximum phase lag possible
and the first 2n ambiguity, i.e.

W
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This assumption is valid under the circumstances that
D(D
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, where D
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is the elevation angle such that
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For the CUTLASS Finland and Iceland radars,
d"185 m and 100 m respectively, leading to D

.!9
+35°

and 45° respectively for a frequency of 10 MHz. Return
signals with D'D

.!9
are aliased. Such aliased data can be

recognised by the characteristic patterns it produces in the
field-of-view (see Sect. 3).

This discussion assumes an interferometer array in
front of the main array. In the opposite case of the inter-
ferometer array located behind the main array, the phase
lag, W@

0
, measured for the same ray considered already,

would be W@
0
"!W

0
. This is also the case for the phase

lag measured for signals approaching from behind the
radar with the interferometer in front of the main array.
The effect of measuring backscatter originating from be-
hind the radar, when it is assumed that it originated in
front of the radar is investigated in Sect. 3.

3 Modelling the interferometer response to backscatter
from the forward and backward look-directions

To model the response of the interferometer to ground
backscatter from in front of and behind the radar, values
of W

0
were determined for each point in the radar field-of-

view for a reflection height of 300 km. The length of
a triangular ray path was calculated from each beam and
range gate combination to both the main array, P

m
, and

the interferometer array, P
i
, (assuming a flat earth and

d"185 m, the case for the Finland radar). The path
length difference, dP"P

m
!P

i
, was then converted to

a phase lag by W"2ndP/j ( f"10 MHz, j"c/ f+
30 m) and then to the measured phase lag by
W

0
"[(W#n)mod2n]!n (to put it in the range !n to

n). The modelled values of W
0

are illustrated in Fig. 4a.
These values of W

0
were then analysed with the technique

of Sect. 2 to produce the elevation angles illustrated in Fig.
4b. From the furthest range gate sampled by the radar
(range gate 75, +3500 km) to range gate 15 (+800 km)
elevation angle increases monotonically, as expected for
the modelled situation, reaching a maximum value of D

.!9
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Fig. 4. a Modelled
phase lag, W

0
;

b elevation angles, D,
derived from W

0
;

c elevation angles, D@,
derived from !W

0

(+35° ). At nearer ranges, the elevation angles cycle
through values from 0° to D

.!9
as the data become

aliased. The correct values of the elevation angles in
this aliased range interval can be determined by modifying
Eq. (7) to

W
.!9

!2(n#1)n(W4W
.!9

!2nn, n"0, 1, 2, . . . (9)

and determining n by inspection of the elevation angle
pattern within the field-of-view. In the case of a curved
earth, the minimum range, D

.*/
, at which D(D

.!9
for

ground backscatter supported by the F region (reflection
height 300 km) is 780 km and 560 km for Finland and
Iceland respectively, and for ground backscatter sup-
ported by the E region (reflection height 110 km) is
300 km and 215 km respectively. In the case of iono-
spheric scatter, D

.*/
is less than the range to the first gate

of the field-of-view (180 km). Consequently, for single hop
propagation modes, 2n ambiguities in the measured phase
lag are only likely to occur at ranges close to the radar,
especially for the Iceland radar.

To investigate the case of backscatter approaching
from behind the radar, W

0
was modelled as before, but

values of !W
0

were employed in the interferometric

analysis. The resulting elevation angles, D@, are illustrated
in Fig. 4c. A characteristic pattern is observed in which
the contours of constant D are bent into curves sym-
metrical about the bore site of the radar. Also, along
a given beam, D increases with increasing range, though
aliased between 0° and D

.!9
. In cases where large

regions of the field-of-view are filled with backscatter,
backscatter from behind the radar can be identified by this
characteristic pattern in D. Furthermore, if the phase lag
measured by the radar, W

0
, is made negative and D recal-

culated, then backscatter from behind the radar will have
correct elevation angles and backscatter from in front of
the radar will have the characteristic pattern illustrated in
Fig. 4c.

The origin of the pattern of Fig. 4c is a fortunate
side-effect of the 2n ambiguity in determining W. The W2
term of (4) remains unaffected by a change of sign of W and
hence D would be calculated accurately for backscatter
observed in both the front and rear fields-of-view if W was
measured directly. However, it is W

0
that is measured and

which changes sign when backscatter originates behind
the radar. The error originates in Eqs. (5), (6), and (7)
as W (W

0
)O!W(!W

0
). A relationship can be found
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Fig. 5. Relationship between true D ("10°, 15°, and 20°) and cal-
culated D@ as a function /

0
, for the situation that backscatter

originates behind the radar

between the true elevation angle, D and D@, the elevation
angle calculated if the backscatter originates behind the
radar:

sin2D@"sin2D#2a (cos2/
0
!sin2D)1@2!a2,

a"2nn/ Dk Dd ; (10)

this relationship is illustrated in Fig. 5, as a function of /
0
,

for D"10°, 15°, and 20°, demonstrating the increase in D@
towards the bore site of the radar, and the increase in D@ as
D decreases (in the modelled situation of Fig. 4, range
increases).

4 Observations

Observations from the Finland and Iceland CUTLASS
radars are presented for the 25 November 1995. Both
radars were operating in the normal scan mode with
operating frequencies near 10 MHz. Illustrated in Fig.
6a, b are range-time-intensity (RTI) plots of backscatter
power for beam 5 of the Finland radar and beam 7 of the
Iceland radar. The Finland observations are considered
first.

Most backscatter is observed between 0504 UT and
1520 UT. At ranges less than 2200 km (range gate 45) this
backscatter is predominantly ground backscatter which
has propagated by the 1F mode, the F region electron
density being enhanced during this period by daytime
solar illumination. Outside of this time interval the F re-
gion electron density is too low to support propagation of
10 MHz radio waves. Between 0750 UT and 1345 UT,
striations appear in the returned power of the ground
backscatter (Fig. 6a), indicative of atmospheric gravity
wave activity. The striations are produced by focusing and
defocusing of the radar beams by tilts in the ionosphere
produced by modulation of the F region electron density

in response to the neutral atmospheric motions of the
gravity wave (e.g. Samson et al., 1989; 1990). The orienta-
tion of these striations is consistent with a gravity wave
phase motion towards the radar (i.e. equatorwards). This
is a very common feature of the daytime ground backscat-
ter observed by the CUTLASS radars. Poleward of range
gate 45, between 0750 UT and 1430 UT, ionospheric
backscatter is observed, thought to have propagated by
a 1F-/mode, i.e, an F region hop reflected from the
ground and backscattered during the second hop (Davies,
1967).

The panels of Fig. 6c, d are representations of the field-
of-view of the Finland radar, with the 16 beams indicated
along the abscissa and the 75 range gates along the ordi-
nate. These panels illustrate the elevation angles of the
backscatter at eight times between 0500 UT and 0930 UT,
the interval associated with the sunrise period. Figure 6c
illustrates the elevation angles determined from W

0
assum-

ing that the backscatter originates in front of the radar.
Figure 6d illustrates the elevation angles determined from
the assumption that the backscatter originates behind the
radar, i.e. substituting !W

0
for W

0
in Eq. (5).

At 0500 UT (panels i ) the first ground backscatter is
observed at the eastern edge of the field-of-view at ranges
of +2000 km (range gates 40 to 45). At 0530 UT (panels
ii) the backscatter has moved to span the east-west extent
of the fild-of-view. At the eastern edge of the field-of-view,
the backscatter has moved nearer to the radar, to ground
ranges of +1600 km, as the F region electron density has
increased and the 1F mode skip distance has decreased. At
the eastern edge of the field of view, at ranges of
+2800 km (near range gate 58), the 2F mode has started
to propagate. By 0630 UT (panels iii ) the extent of the
backscatter has increased, and the skip distances of the 1F
and 2F modes have decreased as the F region electron
density has increased. These 1F and 2F modes are clearly
visible in Fig. 6a between 0504 UT and 0750 UT. In Fig.
6c panels i—iii, in which backscatter is assumed to orig-
inate in front of the radar, a clear, stable pattern is evident
in the elevation angles. Curved contours of constant D are
visible, symmetrical about the radar bore site, identical to
the pattern illustrated in Fig. 4c. This pattern of elevation
angles is not consistent with the known characteristics of
HF propagation within the ionosphere. In Fig. 6d panels
i—iii, for the case where backscatter is assumed to orig-
inate behind the radar, the elevation angles measured are
consistent with propagation via the F region. Within the
region of the field-of-view in which 1F mode ground
backscatter is observed (see especially Fig. 6d panel iii)
elevation angles remain constant across the field-of-view
and decrease with increasing range (see Fig. 4b). The 2F
mode has similar elevation angles to the 1F mode, again
consistent with the known characteristics of the HF
propagation. It is concluded that this backscatter must
originate behind the radar.

Figure 6c, d, panels iv, are similar to panels iii, except
that a small region of backscatter is observed between
ranges gates 13 and 17. Between 0650 UT and 0750 UT
this patch of backscatter moves from east to west across
the field-of-view. As it moves it becomes clear that if it is
assumed to originate behind the radar the elevation angles
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Fig. 7. Backscatter power variation for
beam 5, range gate 28, of the Finland
radar for 0530 UT to 1500 UT 25
November 1995. Overlaid is an approx-
imate mean variation for backscatter
identified as originating in the front
(solid line) and rear (dashed line) fields-of-
view

show the pattern of Fig. 4c, and if it is assumed to orig-
inate in front of the radar the elevation angles show the
pattern of Fig. 4b. Hence, this patch of backscatter orig-
inates in front of the radar.

Panels v to viii of Fig. 6 indicate that by 0800 UT new
regions of backscatter have appeared within the field-of-
view at further ranges, and moved towards the radar as
time progressed. This backscatter falls into two broad
regions (see panel vi), one at close ranges (gates 25 to 40)
associated with ground backscatter, and one at more
distant ranges (gates 50 to 75) associated with ionospheric
backscatter. These regions of backscatter have elevation
angles consistent with HF propagation when assumed to
originate in front of the radar, and have elevation angles
similar to Fig. 4c if assumed to originate behind the radar.
This backscatter, then, is received from in front of the
radar. As this backscatter moves to nearer ranges between
0800 UT to 0930 UT (panels v to viii) it obscures the
backscatter from behind the radar as it is of higher power,
by approximately 10 dB to 15 dB, due to the front-to-back
ratio of the antenna array (see below). The backscatter
from behind the radar is never totally obscured, however,
and is observed throughout the 0504 UT to 1520 UT
period at the nearest ranges of the ground backscatter (for
instance, range gates 15 to 20 in panels vii and viii).

Backscatter from behind the radar again dominates the
field-of-view at the end of the day, between 1410 UT and

Q&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&

Fig. 6. a Backscatter power RTI plot for beam 5 of the Finland
radar for 25 November 1995. Bars at the top of the panel indicate the
daytime interval during which ground backscatter from the front
(thick bar) and rear (thin bar) fields-of-view is observed. b Similar to
a except for beam 7 of the Iceland radar. c Elevation angles deter-
mined for 0500 UT to 0930 UT for the Finland radar for 25 Novem-
ber 1995 assuming backscatter originates from the front field-of-
view. d Similar to c except assuming backscatter originates from the
rear field-of-view

1530 UT, between range gates 25 and 45 (see Fig. 6a).
Before this time, the backscatter from polewards of the
radar has retreated to further ranges and then propaga-
tion has ceased. The ground backscatter between
range gates 45 and 65 between 2000 UT and 2400 UT is
also identified as originating behind the radar. Two bars
at the top of Fig. 6a indicate the intervals during which
daytime backscatter propagation paths exist in front of
the radar and behind the radar (thick and thin bars)
respectively.

Figure 6b illustrates the backscatter power RTI plot for
beam 7 of the Iceland radar for the same day. Two
crescent-shaped regions of ground backscatter are present
between approximately 0910 UT and 1900 UT, one be-
tween range gates 20 and 45 and the other between range
gates 45 and 65. These regions are identified as first and
second hop scatter, originating behind the radar. All other
backscatter, both ground and ionospheric, originates
polewards of the radar. Again, two bars at the top of Fig.
6b illustrate the periods during which backscatter from
behind and in front of the radar propagates.

Backscatter from the front field-of-view is generally of
higher power than backscatter from the rear field-of-view,
as would be expected from the front-to-back ratio of the
antenna patterns. Figure 7 illustrates the time variation of
ground backscatter power at range gate 28 of beam 5 of
the Finland radar. Superimposed on this measured power
is an approximate mean variation, the thick and dotted
lines for backscatter identified as originating in the front
and rear fields-of-view respectively. For both backscatter
from in front of and behind the radar, the power is high
near the aquisition and loss times of the propagation. At
these times range gate 28 is coincident with the skip
distance and focusing of the radiowaves is expected to
occur (Davies, 1990). Near midday, when the skip distance
has decreased due to the increase in the F region electron
density, no focusing occurs and the backscatter power is
lower by approximately 10 dB. The offset in power
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between backscatter from the front and rear fields-of-view
is +11 dB, less than the predicted 20 dB (see Sect. 1). This
is only a very approximate measure of the front-to-back
ratio of the antenna arrays as contributions to the power
from propagation differences between the front and rear
fields-of-view, for instance D region absorption and focus-
ing due to tilts in the ionosphere, will influence the signal
strength but cannot be determined. Also, the return power
will depend on the nature of the ground scattering surface;
to the north of the Finland radar is mostly sea and ice-cap,
to the south mostly land, which at low angles of inci-
dence has a significantly higher reflectivity (Kolosov,
1987).

5 Discussion

The elevation angle analysis described above suggests
that backscatter originating both from in front of and
behind the CUTLASS radars is frequently observed. As
indicated in Fig. 2, the forward pointing fields-of-view of
the two radars cover regions poleward of 65°N and the
backward pointing fields-of-view cover the latitude range
35°N to 63°N. Consequently, backscatter from behind
and in front of the radars should display mid-latitude and
high-latitude HF propagation characteristics respectively.
One such difference is the relative lengths of the sunlit day
to the north and south of the radars. During November
the high-latitude ionosphere is in darkness, or is very
poorly illuminated, for most of the day, resulting in low
F region electron densities. At mid latitudes, however, the
ionosphere is illuminated for a longer period of time and
the seasonal anomaly (Davies, 1990) leads to high daytime
electron densities in the F region. This is reflected in the
observations, as ground backscatter from the rear fields-
of-view of the radars is observed for a longer period of
time than ground backscatter from the front fields-of-
view. The higher electron densities to the south result in
a lower skip distance for the mid-latitude propagation
than for the high-latitude propagation, and for this reason
backscatter from the rear field-of-view is always observed
a few range gates nearer the radar than backscatter from
the front field-of-view. Also, as the front fields-of-view of
the Finland and Iceland radars point westward and east-
ward of north respectively, the rear fields-of-view point
eastward and westward, to earlier and later local times,
respectively. This results in a relative displacement of local
noon in front and behind the radars. At the start of the
day, ground backscatter from behind the Finland radar is
observed for 3 h before backscatter from in front of the
radar, but at the end of the day only continues to be
observed for 1 h after the northern backscatter has ceased
to propagate (see top of Fig. 6a). For the Iceland radar the
situation is reversed, backscatter from behind the radar
propagating for less than an hour prior to backscatter
from in front of the radar being observed, but continuing
to be seen for over 3 h after northern backscatter no
longer propagates (see top of Fig. 6b).

This situation can be verifed with a consideration of the
solar zenith angles at high and mid latitudes. At sunrise,
for both radars, the 1F mode begins to propagate near

Fig. 8. a Diurnal variation of the solar zenith angle, s, determined
for beam 5, range gate 20, of the front (solid line) and rear (dashed
line) fields-of-view of the Finland radar for 25 November 1995.
b f

0
F2 determined from the Dynasonde located at Tromsø, Nor-

way, for 25 November 1995. c Similar to a for beam 7, range gate 20,
of the Iceland radar. See text for explanation of the horizontal and
vertical dotted lines

range gate 40 (ground range +2000 km) and it is at this
range that the 1F mode is lost at sunset (see Fig. 6a, b).
The reflection point is, then, near range gate 20 at the
times of 1F mode acquisition and loss. Figure 8a, c illus-
trates the diurnal variation of the solar zenith angle, s, for
range gate 20 in the front and rear fields-of-view of the
Finland (beam 5) and Iceland (beam 7) raders. Figure 8b
illustrates the variation of f

0
F2 determined from the Dyna-

sonde located at Tromsø, Norway (approximately collo-
cated with beam 5, range gate 17 of the Finland radar
front field-of-view, only 125 km from range gate 20). The
daytime variation in f

0
F2 matches very closely the vari-

ation in s determined for the front field-of-view of the
Finland radar, but is displaced in time with respect to the
variation in s determined for the rear field-of-view. Propa-
gation of the 10 MHz radar signal to a range of 2000 km
with an F region altitude of 300 km requires
f
0
F2+3.5 MHz, determined by the secant law (Davies,

1990), and this is indicated in Fig. 8b by the horizontal
line. This would indicate an interval of propagation from
approximately 0800 UT to 1400 UT (indicated by vertical
lines in Fig. 8a, b), in very close agreement with the obser-
vations (see Fig. 6a). These times correspond to s+97°
(indicated in Fig. 8a, c by horizontal lines), which predicts
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Fig. 9. Backscatter power RTI plot for beam 2 of the Finland radar, 14 December 1995. Evidence of gravity waves is seen in the regions of
ground backscatter from behind (region 1) and in front of (region 2) of the radar

a propagation time behind the Finland radar of 0500 UT
to 1500 UT, again in excellent agreement with the obser-
vations. A solar zenith angle of s+97° for the Iceland
radar predicts propagation from in front of the radar
between 0920 UT to 1510 UT and behind the radar be-
tween 0850 UT and 1830 UT, which corresponds very
well with the observations (see Fig. 6b).

The atmospheric gravity wave signatures which are
a common feature of daytime ground backscatter can also
give evidence for the observation of backscatter from
behind the radar. Fig. 9 illustrates the backscatter power
RTI from beam 2 of the Finland radar for 14 December
1995, though almost identical examples of this nature are
observed on over 50% of days between mid-December
1995 and mid-Febraury 1996. Striations within the cres-
cent-shaped region (region 1) of ground backscatter be-
tween 0500 UT and 1500 UT appear to suggest the pres-
ence of a gravity wave propagating away from the radar.
This signature is also present in the 2-hop region 1 ground
backscatter at further ranges. The region of ground back-
scatter observed between 0930 UT and 1300 UT and
range gates 27 and 45 (region 2) has striations suggestive

of a gravity wave propagating towards the radar. If all
backscatter is assumed to originate in front of the radar,
the only interpretation of the ground backscatter observa-
tions would be of two gravity waves traveling in opposite
directions, poleward and equatorward, simultaneously.
An interferometric analysis of this data, however, indi-
cates that region 1 originates behind the radar and region
2 originates in front of the radar. Hence, both observed
waves are propagating equatorwards. A possible inter-
pretation is that two gravity waves are observed, with
different source regions, or a source region that has moved
(Samson et al., 1990), excited at different times. A second
interpretation is that a single equatorward-propagating
train of gravity waves is being observed, though region 2 is
only present for the 3 h around local noon that the F re-
gion electron density poleward of the radar is sufficiently
high to support propagation of the radar signal in the
front field-of-view. The rear field-of-view has effectively
doubled the area over which gravity waves can be ob-
served and studied, potentially from the pole to 35°N, and
can be used to great advantage. The separation in range of
regions 1 and 2 on this day is a consequence of the
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differing ionospheric conditions to the north and south of
the radar. As 14 December is close to winter solstice, the
polar cap ionosphere is very poorly illuminated and the
F region electron density is low, resulting in a large skip
distance, 1500 km, even at midday. To the south the
F region electron density is high due to the seasonal
anomaly, and consequently the midday skip distance is
only 1000 km. At times of year when the F region electron
densities are similar to the north and the south, the for-
ward and backward looking skip distances will be similar,
in which case the front field-of-view backscatter will dom-
inate over the rear field-of-view scatter due to the front-to-
back ratio of the antenna arrays.

The observation of backscatter from behind the
radar is a common feature of the CUTLASS data set
collected between November 1995 and April 1996, the
interval in which the interferometers of the radars have
been operational. Even in the absence of interferometer
information, features can be recognised in the backscatter
throughout the period of CUTLASS operation, and those
of other SuperDARN radars, that are suggestive of
ground backscatter from behind the radars. Such features
include two superimposed ground backscatter signatures
with diurnal variations displaced in time relative to each
other.

As yet, no evidence has been found of ionospheric
backscatter detected in the rear fields-of-view. Due to the
orientation of the geomagnetic field, the orthogonality
condition is more difficult to achieve equatorward of the
radars than poleward, though it is possible on the down-
ward legs of ionospherically reflected rays. Also, it is not
expected that ionospheric irregularities should have as
high an occurrence equatorward of the radars as pole-
ward, though mid-latitude irregularities have been ob-
served with VHF radars (e.g. Haldoupis and Schlegel,
1993). The high-latitude convection electric field and the
highly structured high-latitude ionosphere, which produce
many irregularities, does not extend equatorwards of the
radars except under extremely disturbed geomagnetic
conditions. However, even under normal geomagnetic
conditions, irregularities are commonly observed at the
nearest ranges of the front field-of-view of the Iceland
radar. With a distance to the first range gate of 180 km,
such irregularities would have to move 360 km (over 3° )
further south to be observed in the rear field-of-view. This
would probably occur under extremely disturbed condi-
tions and as a consequence it is expected that the overlap
of backscatter from the front and rear fields-of-view would
be very complex and differentiation of the two popula-
tions would be difficult. Irregularities that do more com-
monly exist at mid latitudes, that do not require large
electric fields for their generation, are produced by the
gradient-drift instability in regions such as the walls of the
mid-latitude trough where large electron density gradients
are present. It is possible that such irregularities will in
time be observed. Backscatter from irregularities gener-
ated artificially by the EISCAT ionospheric heater at
Tromsø, Norway, has been detected in the front field-of-
view of the Finland radar (Robinson et al., 1995). Similar
detection of backscatter produced by mid-latitude heaters,
such as the Nizny Novgorod heater, Russia (56.3°N,

44.0°E), would provide further supporting evidence for the
existence of a rear field-of-view.

6 Conclusions

Backscatter can be observed from both in front of and
behind the CUTLASS radars, though, thus far, only
ground backscatter has been observed in the rear field-of-
view. Evidence has been found that this is also the case for
other SuperDARN radars. Backscatter originating in the
front and rear fields-of-view can be differentiated by
means of interferometer information. Unfortunately, al-
though an unambiguous signature has been identified to
distinguish between backscatter from the front and rear
fields-of-view, manual inspection of the elevation angle
pattern is necessary. Where there is an overlap between
regions of backscatter from the front and back of the
radars, generally backscatter from the front dominates
due to the front-to-back ratio of the radar antennas. This
study has presented observations made during solar min-
imum conditions; it is unclear how the balance of front to
rear backscatter occurrence will vary with changes in
solar phase.

It is clear that interferometer information is essential
for a complete understanding of the propagation charac-
teristics of the radars and for discrimination of the true
location of scattering volumes. Elevation angle informa-
tion can also be used to determine accurately the azimuth
of backscatter returns; at D"0° the azimuthal width of
the field-of-view is 52° and at D"40° this increases to 67°
(see Fig. 1), though for distant ranges, when this would be
most significant, D tends to be below 20°.

It is suggested that all SuperDARN radars collect inter-
ferometer data on a regular basis, several days a month,
until the propagation characteristics of the backscatter are
more fully understood. The ability to observe ground
backscatter from mid latitudes and distinguish it from
backscatter originating at high latitudes will allow wider
scope for the study of ionospheric conditions and atmo-
spheric gravity waves over a region from the pole to 35°N.
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